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IMPLEMENTATION OF A SEGMENTATION STRATEGY

CHRIS MCCARTEN

Chris McCarten is one of Canada’s leading marketers. He is a 
recognized entrepreneur with an exceptional track record for 
skill and innovation in marketing, business development, and the 
architecture and evolution of customer intelligence strategies. He 
founded Myriad Marketing Inc. in 1997, and through his dedica-
tion and industry vision, has developed an approach to “Close 
the Loop” between marketing and sales revenue by accumulat-
ing and evaluating customer data via tactical marketing activi-
ties. Prior to launching MYRIAD, he held senior agency positions 
developing and executing marketing and event programs for 
leading global brands including General Motors, Novell, Subaru, 
Alias Wavefront, Nortel and ADAC. He is a member of Innovators 
Alliance, Ontario’s association of presidents of Growth Firms that 
have demonstrated 50% growth year over year, and sits on the 
Board of Directors of four companies. He also participates on the 
Board of Directors for Lake of Bays Marine Museum and Naviga-
tion Society Charity, and is an active member of AIMS (Associa-
tion of Internet Marketers), CPRS (Canadian Public Relations 
Society), and EDAC (Exhibit and Display Association of Canada). 
Chris is a regular editorial contributor to Computer Dealer News, 
IT for Industry and PR Canada publications. 

STEVE MUNDEN

Steve Munden is Enterprise Business Development Leader 
at D&B Canada. In this role, he is responsible for the C-level 
engagements of D&B’s enterprise customers through extending 
D&B’s data across enterprise platforms and solutions, particularly 
risk, compliance, procurement and sales & marketing solutions, 
helping companies rationalize and enhance their enterprise data-
bases. Prior to D&B, he served as a director with Warrillow & Co., 
where he worked with Fortune 500 firms in telecommunications, 
technology and financial services. While at Warrillow, he co-devel-
oped the first B2B psychographic segmentation scheme, the D&B 
Warrillow Segments. He has also served in strategy and sales 
positions with leading edge telephony and technology companies 
including OpenText, Nortel and Aliant.

CATHERINE CAPLICE

Catherine Caplice is Director Marketing for Yellow Pages Group. 
Yellow Pages Group is a leading media company in Canada and 
one of Canada’s largest business trusts. As the leading Canadian 
print directory publisher, Yellow Pages Group also owns and man-
ages Canada’s most visited online directories YellowPages.ca, 
Canada411.ca and the CanadaPlus.ca network. She brings to her 
position more than 15 years of sales and marketing experience 
within the directory industry. 

SUSAN INCE

Sue Ince is President of Epic Consulting a Toronto-based re-
search consulting firm. She co-founded Epic Consulting in 1995 
and the company provides innovative and useful custom market 
& social research and strategic planning for both public sector 
and private sector clients. She has designed and directed custom 
segmentation projects in over thirty categories including food, 
alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages, automotive, financial 
markets, travel and tourism, personal care, energy and utilities, 
fashion retail and shopping centres, medical and legal profession-
als and online gaming. She has completed extensive strategic 
research in the online information services market including for-
mative work in the area of life time modeling of a customer using 
actuarial modeling techniques and linear regression. 

SUSAN ABBOTT

Susan Abbott is a consultant and researcher in the area of cus-
tomer experience and service delivery, with a particular focus 
on the financial services industry. Her work includes qualitative 
research, service strategy development, and transformational 
change projects. She is a leading practitioner of online qualitative 
marketing research. Prior to forming Abbott Research & Consult-
ing in 2001, she led the marketing-research practice at a consult-
ing firm focusing on technology utilization in the financial services 
industry. She is a former vice-president of the Toronto-Dominion 
Bank, where she held a wide range of general management roles. 
She is a active in the Marketing Research & Intelligence Associa-
tion (MRIA) and the Qualitative Research Consultants Association 
(QRCA), and publishes as successful business blog, Customer-
Crossroads.
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B2B SEGMENTATION

Marketing can be a challenge in the B2B marketplace, as there is often 
little difference between competitors. Segmentation is one area where 
a company can achieve a competitive edge. This discussion will take a 
look at current segmentation methods used in B2B markets.

- Applying behavioural segmentation
- What is firmographics?
- Identifying appropriate variables: demographic, 
 psychographic, benefit/needs
- Measuring the effectiveness of segmentation strategies
- Techniques for choosing clusters of companies that fit with 
 your company strategy

MEASURING SEGMENTATION STRATEGIES

Companies often spend a lot of money and resources on a marketing 
segmentation strategy, but do not always take the time to analyze its 
effectiveness or see if the current segmentation strategy is aligned with 
company goals and values. Measuring is an important step to ensure 
that your marketing strategy is profitable. This discussion details ways 
to see if your current segmentation strategy is on track or needs to be 
modified.

- Modifying & improving current strategies
- Tools for measuring ROI
- Comparing alternative strategies
- Assessing current strategies
- Establishing a measurement framework
- Improving current and future ROI
- Obstacles and challenges

DESIGNING AN IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

Your company has invested in a comprehensive segmentation initiative. 
The next step is designing an implementation plan to ensure that all the 
data acquired will be used effectively and not wasted. While this is an 
important step in a marketing strategy, it is one that is often neglected 
or mishandled. This discussion will look at the elements involved in 
developing a successful implementation strategy.

- Tips to ensure senior management buy-in
- Interpreting the results of segmentation studies
- Elements of an implementation strategy
- Choosing between undifferentiated, differentiated and 
 concentrated marketing strategies
- Re-aligning your business strategy to meet the demands 
 of targeted segments
- Critical success factors and best practices
- Techniques for optimal positioning in each selected target market

IMPORTANCE OF CONTINUOUS MONITORING 
OF THE MARKETPLACE AND CUSTOMERS

Customers change and evolve over time, meaning that segmentation 
studies and assumptions can soon become out of date. Some com-
panies have already moved to more continuous tracking of customers 
in order to identify changing patterns and maintain a competitive edge. 
This discussion will look at methods for identifying changing patterns in 
the marketplace and changes in segment characteristics.

- Predictive modeling tools
- How to avoid missing valuable opportunities and new segments
- Determining the current and future profitability of customers
- Implementing continuous customer monitoring processes
- New developments in market intelligence

EFFECTIVE USE OF SEGMENTATION DATA

Typical uses of segmentation data include corporate strategy, product 
development and short-term tactical initiatives, all of which require a 
different approach to segmentation. Knowing what the end use of the 
segmentation data will be influences what variables and approaches 
should be used. This discussion will overview:

- Common uses of segmentation data
- Linking market research studies to segmentation goals
- Segmentation approaches for short-term and long-term uses
- Identifying goals of segmentation
- How to determine the right level of complexity for segmentation 
 data to achieve the desired goals

TARGET MARKET SELECTION

Target market selection involves analyzing the acquired segmenta-
tion data and choosing the segments that are most profitable and are 
aligned with company goals. Common targeting strategies include 
concentrated strategy (single segment), differentiated strategy (mul-
tiple segments), full market coverage, market specialization or product 
specialization. This presentation will look at target market selection 
methods.

- What questions should be asked to judge the attractiveness 
 and profitability of a market segment
- Role of market research and analysis in choosing market segments
- Ensuring that segments are aligned with company strategy
- Learn about the emergence of individual marketing strategies
- Developing a market strategy that corresponds to the target market
- Avoiding common pitfalls in the target market selection

CURRENT TRENDS IN MARKET SEGMENTATION

Technology is evolving at a rapid pace and with it so are the segmenta-
tion tools and methods available to marketers. One implication of this 
is the ability to segment and target a market with increasing precision. 
This discussion will look at emerging trends in technology and market 
segmentation.

- One-to-one marketing
- Predictive marketing
- Online marketing
- Multi-dimensional segmentation
- Needs-based segmentation

QUANTITATIVE METHODS

There are a huge number of quantitative tools available to help mar-
keters develop a marketing segmentation strategy. Selecting the right 
method can be crucial to the success or failure of your strategy. This 
discussion will outline a range of analytical options currently used. 
Learn the pros and cons of each and find out which one would be most 
suitable for your company.

- Learn the basics of cluster analysis, tree analysis and latent 
 class analysis
- Find out about new developments in software and technology
- Learn how to interpret the results
- Identifying & prioritizing segments 
- Limitations of analytical tools

CURRENT TRENDS IN MARKET SEGMENTATION
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MULTI-DIMENSIONAL SEGMENTATION

Traditionally, marketers use one set of variables to segment markets. 
However, more than one variable is often at play during a purchasing 
decision. Multi-dimensional segmenting involves using several vari-
ables, but using separate segmenting schemes for each. In this discus-
sion, you will learn about the basics of multi-dimensional segmentation 
and how to apply it.

- Benefits of a multi-dimensional approach
- Choosing the right variables
- Interpreting the results
- Introducing time as a variable
- Overcoming challenges associated with implementing 
 a multi-dimensional strategy and clearly defining each segment

QUALITATIVE MARKET SEGMENTATION METHODS

Qualitative analysis is an important method that can be used in tandem 
with quantitative analysis. Tools such as focus groups and in-depth 
interviews can provide a preliminary look at potential market segments 
and give more insight into your market segments. This discussion 
will overview the pros and cons of some of the most used qualitative 
research methods and will also introduce new techniques and tools. 

- Learn about the benefits and limitations of qualitative research 
 in market segmentation 
- Designing and setting the scope and parameters for focus 
 groups and observational studies 
- Understanding how to interpret the insights and results 
- Emerging trends in qualitative research 
- Hybrid qualitative research techniques

TARGET MARKET SELECTION

Registration: To reserve your place, call Federated Press toll-free at 1-800-363-0722. In 
Toronto, call (416) 665-6868 or fax to (416) 665-7733. Then mail your payment along with the 
registration form. Places are limited. Your reservation will be confirmed before the course.
Location: Toronto Hilton Hotel, 145 Richmond Street West, Toronto, Ontario, M5H 2L2
Cost: The attendance fee for the course is $1695 per person and covers attendance for 
one person and the lecturers’ presentation material. The fee further includes lunch on the 
first day, morning coffee on both days and refreshments during all breaks. You may pur-
chase a Proceedings CD-ROM containing edited actual proceedings and materials from the 
course.
Time: Course registration begins at 8:00 a.m. The morning sessions start promptly at 9:00. 
The second day ends at noon.

Cancellation: Please note that non-attendance at the course does not entitle the registrant 
to a refund. In the event that a registrant becomes unable to attend following the deadline for 
cancellation, a substitute attendee may be delegated. Please notify Federated Press of any 
changes as soon as possible. Federated Press assumes no liability for changes in program 
content or speakers. A full refund of the attendance fee will be provided upon cancellation in 
writing received prior to December 1, 2006. No refunds will be issued after this date.
Discounts: Federated Press has special team discounts. Groups of 3 or more from the 
same organization receive a 10% discount. Groups of 7 or more from the same organization 
receive a 15% discount.

TO REGISTER FOR MARKET SEGMENTATION

MAIL COMPLETED FORM WITH PAYMENT TO:
Federated Press P.O. Box 4005, Station “A”
Toronto, Ontario M5W 2Z8

WHEN CALLING, PLEASE MENTION PRIORITY CODE:  

MS0612/E

Name

Title      Department

Approving Manager Name

Approving Manager Title

Organization

Address

City   Province   Postal Code

Telephone  Fax   e-mail

Please bill my credit card:  oAMEX   oVISA  oMastercard

#      Expiration date:  

Signature :
/

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS:

COURSE: $1695

COURSE + PROCEEDINGS CD-ROM:
$1695 + $125 = $ 1820

PROCEEDINGS CD-ROM: $399

NOTE: Please add 6% GST to all prices.̀

Proceedings CD-ROM will be available 60 
days after the course takes place

Enclose your cheque payable to
Federated Press in the amount of:

GST Reg. # R101755163

REGISTRATION COSTS

Phone: 1-800-363-0722      Toronto: (416) 665-6868      Fax: (416) 665-7733

Audio/Video segments clickable slide by slide
Papers and overheads also included
Print any of the material for your own use

PROCEEDINGS CD - ROM

PBN#101755163PG0001
For additional delegates please duplicate this 
form and follow the normal registration process

You could win a FREE PASS to attend this event if 
you simply register your access code 

MS11355
at the following site:

http://w1.federatedpress.com/freepassdraw


